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Amplitude collapse of nonlinear double-layer oscillations

M. Wendt, I. Axnäs, and S. Torve´n
Division of Plasma Physics, Alfve´n Laboratory, SE-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

~Received 25 September 1997!

The negative differential resistance of a double layer can give rise to large amplitude oscillations in the
potential drop over the double layer. Such oscillations are investigated in a triple-plasma machine for weak
nonlinearity, implying approximately harmonic oscillations at low frequencies (v!vpi). The amplitude of the
potential oscillations can approach the dc potential drop over the double layer. The oscillation exists within a
certain interval of dc drops and vanishes outside this interval. An interesting nonlinear phenomenon that we
call amplitude collapse is observed. The amplitude does not always decrease smoothly from its maximum
value to zero when the dc drop is increased, but there is a sudden jump to vanishing amplitudes. For a
decreasing dc voltage the corresponding sharp amplitude increase occurs at a lower voltage. This phenomenon,
which is not predicted by the classical van der Pol equation, is shown to follow from the generalized van der
Pol equation that describes the actual system, by using asymptotic solutions for weak nonlinearity.
@S1063-651X~98!03804-5#

PACS number~s!: 52.40.Hf, 52.35.Fp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Oscillations at frequencies far below the ion plasma f
quency often occur in bounded, current-carrying plasmas@1–
5#. Usually all relevant plasma parameters oscillate and g
rise to oscillations in the electric current and the poten
drop over the plasma, and there may be a complicated in
action between the plasma and the external electric circui
particular, experiments in a triple-plasma machine ha
shown that such oscillations can be excited by the nega
differential resistance of strong electric double layers@6#. For
strong nonlinearity and a sufficiently inductive current c
cuit, the oscillations assume the form of sharp current d
ruptions giving high inductive voltage drops that are su
ported by the double layer@7#. In a more recent experimen
the system was investigated when a periodic driver sig
was added to the self-excited oscillations@8#. A simplified
model for the negative differential resistance of the dou
layer in the triple-plasma machine was also presented.
based on the existence of a current-limiting potential m
mum at the low potential side of the double layer. This p
tential minimum decreases with increasing double-layer
tential drop, which results in a decreasing current due to
reflection of the current-carrying electrons. A model equ
tion in the form of a generalized van der Pol equation w
proposed, based on the static current-voltage character
The addition of a periodic driver signal results in an enrich
dynamical behavior including frequency entrainment, qua
periodicity, periodic pulling, and period-doubling bifurca
tions, in agreement with the known bifurcation structure
the periodically driven van der Pol oscillator@9–11#. The
van der Pol equation has already been applied to related
cillatory phenomena in bounded plasmas@12–15# and elec-
tronic circuits@16#.

In this paper we investigate self-oscillations of a dou
layer when the nonlinear perturbation is small during o
oscillation period and the nonlinearity is accordingly wea
The potential oscillations are then approximately harmo
with a frequency determined by the resonance frequenc
571063-651X/98/57~4!/4638~7!/$15.00
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the current circuit, and they have low frequency so that
static current-voltage characteristic is valid. The measu
ments were performed using a triple-plasma machine at
Royal Institute of Technology. We present potential profi
of the oscillating double layer and amplitude characterist
that is, the oscillation amplitude as a function of the dc p
tential drop over the double layer. Some preliminary resu
have been published in a conference paper@17#. The oscilla-
tions exist within a certain interval of dc drops; this is co
related with the interval of negative differential resistance
the current-voltage characteristic, and they vanish outs
this interval. The amplitude of the stationary oscillation
varied by changing the parameters of the external circuit.
small amplitudes there is a smooth amplitude variation
agreement with predictions from the classical van der
equation@18#. However, for larger amplitudes a new ph
nomenon appears~amplitude collapse!. It is characterized by
sharp amplitude jumps and hysteresis at certain dc volta
This behavior is not predicted by the classical van der
equation. A similar collapse was noted in the behavior of
electronic circuit@16#. To interpret the results we conside
solutions of the generalized van der Pol equation obtai
for the measured static current-voltage characteristic. S
tions given by an asymptotic method for weak nonlinear
are used@19#. The theoretical amplitude characteristics sho
good agreement with the measured ones and, in partic
the amplitude collapse and the hysteresis are predicted
theory. A condition for the existence of the hysteresis
terms of the static differential conductance of the plasma
also given.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE
AND THE CURRENT CIRCUIT

The triple-plasma machine and the electric circuit a
shown in Fig. 1. In the chambersS1 and S2 , independent
discharges between heated tungsten filaments and the c
ber walls take place. Their power supplies are fed from i
lation transformers so that both sources can be operated
4638 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 4639AMPLITUDE COLLAPSE OF NONLINEAR DOUBLE- . . .
a high impedance to ground.S1 andS2 connect to the centra
chamber through electrically isolated circular apertures in
end plates of the central chamber. The aperture diamete~3
cm! determines the diameter of the plasma column in
central chamber. The plasma is confined radially by a hom
geneous magnetic field (B513 mT). Since the aperture d
ameter is small compared to the diffusion pump diameter~25
cm!, it is possible to maintain sufficiently high neutral argo
pressure in the sources~20 mPa! to obtain low voltage dis-
charges while simultaneously the neutral gas density in
central chamber is typically an order of magnitude smal
In this manner, ionization by electron impacts is suppres
in the central chamber. The particle injection from t
sources is electron rich, and electron-reflecting poten
drops of the order ofkBTe /e develop at the apertures. Th
discharge parameters used forS1 are discharge voltage 35.
V and discharge current 1.7 A, and forS2 are discharge
voltage 28.1 V and discharge current 1.7 A. In the plas
column we havene5231015 m23, Te58 eV, vpe52.5
3109 rad/s, andvpi59.33106 rad/s.

When a steady voltage dropU0 , exceeding abou
kBTe /e, is applied between source chamber walls, a dou
layer forms in the central chamber. The potential dropUDL
over the double layer is determined by

U05UDL1Up1Us , ~1!

whereUp is the small potential drop in the plasma colum
outside the double-layer region, andUs is the potential drop
due to any difference between the two source plasmas
these were identical,Us would vanish.

The currentI (t) between the sources is measured as
voltage drop across the small resistorr 510V, which
couplesS1 to ground.I (t) is the current passing through th
right aperture and the double layer because the left end p
and the central chamber are not grounded, but rather
nected to the chamber wall ofS1 .

The external circuit is a parallelLC circuit according to
Fig. 1. For the potential dropU(t) between the source an
odes it holds that

LC
d2

dt2
U1RC

d

dt
U1L

d

dt
I 1U5Udc, ~2!

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the triple-plasma machine and
external circuit. The plasma column in the central chamber is m
tained by plasma diffusing from the sourcesS1 andS2 . A magnetic
field B513 mT confines the plasma radially.R is the resistance o
the inductor.
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whereL andC are the inductance and the capacitance anR
is the resistance of the inductor. The resistive voltage dr
acrossr andR ('0.2 V) are neglected since they are mu
smaller thanU. However, the termRC(d/dt)U cannot be
neglected because it is essential for the understanding o
amplitude collapse, as shown below. Introducing the st
current-voltage characteristicI (U) we have

d

dt
I 5I 8~U !

d

dt
U, ~3!

where 8 means the derivative with respect toU. Figure 2
shows the static current-voltage characteristic valid for
measurements and the analytical fit described below.I 8(U)
is negative in a certain region and it assumes a minim
value for U5Um . It is convenient to setI 8(Um)521/Rm
and work with the normalized conductanceg(U)
5RmI 8(U), so thatg(Um)521 @Fig. 2~b!#. IntroducingV
5U2Udc and normalizing the time by settingt5t/ALC,
we get the equation

d2

dt2 V1V52e@g~V1Udc!1D#
d

dt
V. ~4!

The coefficientse andD are defined as

e5
1

Rm
A L

C
and D5

R

Rme2 5
RRmC

L
, ~5!

and represent the nonlinear coupling coefficient and
damping coefficient of the external circuit. Although w
haveR!Rm , the dampingD is important whene!1 so that
e2 is of the order ofR/Rm . WhenV1Udc is large, the damp-
ing is also important for any value ofe sinceg vanishes for
large values of its argument.

e
-

FIG. 2. ~a! Experimental current-voltage characteristic of t
triple-plasma machine~1!. The solid curve is the least-squares fit
I derived in Sec. IV.~b! Differential conductanceg(Udc), accord-
ing to Eq. ~14! with least-squares fit valuesV1514.6 V, V2

57.2 V, andUm538.7 V obtained for the experimental data. Th
dashed line gives the zero level ofg(Udc)1D for D50.220. Small-
amplitude fluctuations grow exponentially ifUdc is in the interval
(U1 ,U2), whereg(Udc)1D,0.
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4640 57M. WENDT, I. AXNÄS, AND S. TORVÉN
Equation~4! is a generalized van der Pol equation. It c
be reduced to the classical van der Pol equation only w
Udc5Um andV is small so thatg(V1Um) can be approxi-
mated by a parabola inV. In this case the amplitude chara
teristic is given by Eq.~16! below. One stationary solution o
Eq. ~4! is V50 ~whereg9(Udc) is positive!. WhenD.1 this
solution is stable for all values ofUdc. WhenD,1, there is
an interval~U1 , U2! aroundUm whereg(Udc)1D,0 and
small fluctuations inV grow exponentially. ForD close to
unity, this interval becomes small so that a parabolic
proximation forg(Udc) becomes valid.

With a suitable choice ofL and C, high-resonance fre
quencies and small nonlinearity can be reached simu
neously. However, for higher-oscillation frequencies th
those presented here, the static current-voltage approa
not valid. For a comparison between experiment and the
a model including the ion dynamics would be needed.

III. EXPERIMENTS

To obtain weak nonlinearity (e!1), low-oscillation fre-
quencies, and a well-defined resonance frequencyf 0

51/(2pALC), we have chosenL560.8 mH and values o
the capacitanceC according to Table I. To avoid any satu
ration effects, an inductor without an iron core is used. I
separate experiment the frequency dependence of the in
tanceL and its resistanceR is determined. The inductor i
put in a seriesRLC circuit and the admittanceuI /Uu of this
circuit is measured for different, well-known capacitanc
C1 (60.5%). Least-squares fits of the theoretical form
the admittance give the resistanceR and the inductanceL of
the coil as a function of frequency. WhereasL remains con-
stant within 0.4% up to a frequency of 600 Hz,R shows a
parabolic increase due to eddy currents induced by the m
netic field in the coil~Fig. 3!. At 600 HzR has increased to
160% of its dc value. FittingR to a second-order polynomia
in f gives R5(8.0831026f 212.7131023f 13.49)V,
wheref is in Hz. In the following this approximation is used
Table I shows next toR the corresponding values ofe and
the damping coefficientD. The variation ofR with the fre-
quency has to be taken into account for a quantitative c
parison between measurement and theory.

TABLE I. Experimental parameters: external capacitanceC and
measured oscillation frequencyf . f deviates only 1% from
1/(2pALC), with L560.8 mH.R is the resistance of the inducto
at frequencyf . The nonlinearity coefficiente and damping coeffi-
cientD follow from Eq. ~5! with Rm5(19506100)V. The error in
e andD is 5%.

C (mF) f (rad/s) R (V) e D

1 646 6.87 0.126 0.220
2 457 5.18 0.089 0.333
3 374 4.62 0.073 0.445
4 326 4.34 0.063 0.557
5 290 4.17 0.057 0.669
6 266 4.06 0.052 0.781
7 246 3.98 0.048 0.893
8 230 3.92 0.045 1.005
n
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Figure 4 shows the voltage dropU between the sources
the electric currentI passing the double layer, and the co
responding time variation of the potential minimum or ‘‘vi
tual cathode,’’ that forms typically 5–10 cm from apertu
A1 . In the case considered,C55 mF. Figure 4~b! shows the
potential variation along the axis of the plasma column
four different times marked in Fig. 4~a!. The profiles show
the small potential variation on the low-potential side of t
double layer that gives rise to the variation of the virtu
cathode potential. Figure 4~c! includes the double layer in
the profiles. When the voltage drop is low (t5t1) the double
layer does not form, except fort5t2 . Here, a weak potentia
minimum is also present at the foot of the double layer w
a level well above the virtual cathode potential. When t
double layer becomes strong, so thateUDL@kBTe ~t3 and
t4!, the minimum at the foot of the double layer disappea
This is in agreement with the prediction from the on
dimensional Vlasow-Poisson system that strong double
ers with foot-point minima do not exist. Such triple laye
exist only wheneUDL is of the order ofkBTe or lower @20#.

The current limitation is caused by the virtual cathod
This forms because the plasma fromS1 is injected under
‘‘electron-rich’’ conditions, that is, the potential drop of th
order of kBTe , which develops at the apertureA1 , acceler-
ates source ions into the central chamber and reflects som
the source electrons. In the plasma region between the vir
cathode and the double layer, a weak electric field acce
ates the electrons. Such a pre-acceleration is expected
cause the generalized Bohm condition for the electrons m
be fulfilled at the double layer@21#. In experiments in a
‘‘double-ended’’Q machine under electron-rich condition
the virtual cathode associated with a dynamic double la
has also been observed to form close to the low-poten
electrode, and a plasma region, pre-accelerating the elec
as observed in our experiment, separated the double l
and the virtual cathode@22#.

According to a model proposed elsewhere@6,8#, the
double layer controls the depth of the virtual cathode in

FIG. 3. ResistanceR of the inductor used.R increases withf
due to eddy currents induced by the magnetic field in the coil.R has
been obtained from the resonance curve of a series RLC circui
different, well-known capacitances. The solid line is the parabo
least-squares fitR5(8.0831026f 212.7131023f 13.49)V, f in
Hz.
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57 4641AMPLITUDE COLLAPSE OF NONLINEAR DOUBLE- . . .
following manner: During the phase whenUDL is increasing
and simultaneously,eUDL@kBTe , the contribution fromS2
to the electron density in the plasma on the low-poten
side is negligible. The contribution ofS2 to the ion number
density there decreases, since the ions are accelerated
increasing double-layer drop and enter the plasma reg
with increasing velocity. To maintain quasineutrality in th
plasma region, the particle fluxes fromS1 must accordingly
change so that the ion number density contribution increa
relative to the electron number density contribution. This
curs when the virtual cathode potential decreases. Then
contribution to the electron density decreases strongly s
the electron flux fromS1 is attenuated approximately accor

FIG. 4. ~a! Voltage and current oscillation atC55 mF,
Udc545 V. The oscillation of the voltage is closely harmonic wi
f 5574 Hz. Hysteresis effects in the current can be neglected
that the static current-voltage characteristic~Fig. 2! can be used.
The currentI across the double layer is limited by the virtual cat
odefmin near apertureA1 . ~b! Potential profiles.z is the coordinate
along the plasma column. The sheaths near the apertures ar
shown. When the potential difference betweenS1 andS2 is high, a
strong double layer forms near apertureA2 . For small potential
differences an additional potential dip exists near the foot of
double layer, but has a level well above the virtual cathodet
5t2). ~c! Time- and space-resolved plasma potential profile.
l
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ing to the Boltzmann relation. The corresponding contrib
tion to the ion density decreases much more slowly, since
decrease is only due to the velocity change when the so
ions are accelerated into the central chamber. In the pre
case, this mechanism controls the virtual cathode leve
some timet.t2 when the double layer becomes strong.
long as the double layer is weak, the virtual cathode by its
does not control the current, because the current also
creases due to an increasing reflection of electrons fromS2 .
The change of the virtual cathode potential betweent2 andt4
is 2 V @Fig. 4~a!#. ForTe58 eV the Boltzmann relation give
a relative electron density decrease of 22%. The relative
rent drop betweent2 and t4 is 31%. The measured curren
decrease is larger because the double layer still may no
sufficiently strong att2 and a small electron-density contr
bution fromS2 may remain at the virtual cathode.

The virtual cathode decreases very slowly with increas
UDL whenUDL is higher than about 100 V, and its control b
the double layer finally ceases. This corresponds to the v
ishing I 8 in the static current-voltage characteristic@Fig.
2~a!#. It is likely that the ion-density contribution fromS2 ,
compared to the contribution fromS1 and the trapped ion
density, then becomes too small to control the virtual ca
ode. A trapped ion population exists on the low-potent
side of the double layer, because the radial electric field
inward there, in contrast to the plasma on the high-poten
side, where it is outward. The trapped ion density is ma
tained by a balance between radial ion losses and trap
due to charge-exchange collisions and electron-impact
ization.

Figure 5 shows the voltage oscillation amplitudes~peak
values averaged over ten trigger events! for different capaci-
tancesC at slowly varying dc voltageUdc. The power sup-
plies for filament heating and discharge current and the s
ondary winding of the isolation transformer ofS2 give rise to
a stray capacitance of approximately 1.5 nF@8#. In compari-
son to the external capacitancesC used here, this can b

so

not

e

FIG. 5. Measured amplitudes at slowly varying dc voltageUdc

~1, increasing;3, decreasing!. For high capacitances the amplitud
characteristics have approximately the same shape as predicte
the classical van der Pol equation. The sudden collapses of
double-layer oscillation and the hysteresis forC<4 mF can be un-
derstood from asymptotic solutions of the generalized van der
equation used here.
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4642 57M. WENDT, I. AXNÄS, AND S. TORVÉN
neglected. As seen from Table I, the conditions required
weak nonlinearity are reasonably fulfilled. The measu
voltage oscillation is approximately harmonic@Fig. 4~a!# and
its frequency agrees with the resonance freque
1/(2pALC) within 1%, as required by the asymptotic sol
tion used below. ForC57 mF (D50.89), the maximum os
cillation amplitude is of the order ofkBTe /e. Since D is
close to unity, this characteristic has approximately the sa
shape as known from the van der Pol oscillator. With d
creasing capacitance the amplitudes get higher and
shapes of the characteristics become more asymmetric.
capacitances smaller than 4mF (D,0.75) the amplitude
characteristic shows a hysteresis phenomenon. With incr
ing Udc the oscillation suddenly disappears shortly after h
ing gone through its maximum value. AtC51 mF the maxi-
mum amplitude becomes 74% of the dc voltageUdc. With
decreasingUdc, the dc voltage at which the double lay
becomes unstable and the voltage oscillation appears a
occurs at lower values, so that the amplitude undergoe
hysteresis. Its width increases with decreasingC andD.

IV. THEORY

To clarify the dependency of the oscillation amplitude
the dc voltageUdc, and especially the hysteresis, we app
the method of Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky@19#. With their
method it is possible to derive approximate solutions for d
ferential equations of the form

d2

dt2
V1v2V5ehS V,

d

dt
VD , ~6!

wheree is small (e!1). The solutionV(t) is expanded in
the form

V5a~ t !cosc~ t !1eu1~a,c!1e2u2~a,c!1¯ , ~7!

where the momentary amplitudea(t) and phasec(t) are
determined by the differential equations

d

dt
a5eA1~a!1e2A2~a!1¯ , ~8!

d

dt
c5v1eB1~a!1e2B2~a!1¯ . ~9!

All functions An(a), Bn(a), andun(a,c) can successively
be determined. In the first-order approximation, conside
here,u1 and all terms containinge2 and higher orders ofe
are neglected.B1(a) equals zero in our case, becau
h(V,dV/dt) has the form of a nonlinear damping, so th
dc/dt5v. It follows that the frequency ofV(t) is given by
1/(2pALC), which is in close agreement with the expe
ment. Applied to Eq.~4!, we get

V5a~t!cosc, ȧ5eA1~a!, ~10!

where the dot denotes derivative with respect tot. A1(a) is
given by
r
d

y

e
-
he
or
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d

t

A1~a!52
1

2p E
0

2p

@g~a cosc1Udc!1D#a sin2 c dc.

~11!

Stationary solutions (ȧ50) are determined by the roots o
A1(a). Expandingg(a cosc1Udc) aroundUdc, it follows
that

A1~a!5
a

2 Fg~Udc!1D1
a2

8
g9~Udc!1¯ G . ~12!

The expression forA1 can qualitatively be derived from
Eq. ~4! in the following way. Multiplying Eq.~4! with V the
left-hand side can be written asd/dt(V̇21V2). This is the
rate of change of the total energy ifV is considered the
coordinate of a particle in the harmonic potentialV2. It is
small as long ase is small. Here it represents the rate
change of the energy stored in the capacitance and the in
tance. WithV5a(t)cost andV̇5a(t)sin t1ȧ cost, we av-
erage the equation over one period assuming thata and its
derivative are constant over the period. Then higher-or
derivates ofa are neglected, sincea is assumed to vary
slowly, and we get

d

dt

a2

2
52

ea2

2p E
0

2p

@g~a cosc1Udc!1D#sin2 c dc

~13!

which givesȧ5eA1 with A1 given by Eq.~11!.
A kinetic model of the current-voltage characteris

based on the existence of a current-limiting-potential mi
mum between the double layer andS1 has been presented i
Ref. @8#. To get a good agreement between the measu
amplitude characteristics and those predicted by the ab
theory, the normalized conductance of the plasma colum
approximated here by a least-squares fit of the form

g~U !'
1

V12V2
FV2 expS 2

U2Um

V2
D

2V1 expS 2
U2Um

V1
D G . ~14!

For V1.V2 , g(U) has a minimum atU5Um as required
andg(Um)521 for any value of the constantsV1 andV2 . It
follows that

A1~a!52
1

V12V2

FV2
2 expS 2

Vb

V2
D I 1S a

V2
D

2V1
2 expS 2

Vb

V1
D I 1S a

V1
D G2

D

2
a, ~15!

whereI 1 is a modified Bessel function of the first kind an
Vb is defined byVb5Udc2Um . From the static current-
voltage characteristicRm has been determined to be 1950V
with a maximum error of 100V. The uncertainty inRm is
due to the fact that the time-averaged currentI shows a stan-
dard deviation of approximately 1 mA because of fluctu
tions in the plasma. Fitting*g(U)dU/Rm1I 0 to the mea-
sured static current-voltage characteristic, whenRm
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57 4643AMPLITUDE COLLAPSE OF NONLINEAR DOUBLE- . . .
51950V and I 0 is the plasma current at high dc voltage
we getV1514.6 V, V257.2 V, andUm538.7 V @Fig. 2~b!#.

V. DISCUSSION

The behavior ofA1 can be understood from the shape
g(Udc)1D. Figure 6 showsA1 according to Eq.~11! with
D50.220 for some values ofUdc. For this D value, the
interval (U1 ,U2), whereg(Udc)1D,0, is given by~29.5
V, 69.8 V!. For Udc,U1 , the only root ofA1 is zero. Small
fluctuations inV are damped, because (d/da)A1(a)u(a50)
52@g(Udc)1D#/2 is negative@Eq. ~12!#. Oscillations are
not excited and the double layer is stable. WhenU1,Udc
,U2 , any small deviation froma50 will grow until the
oscillation resides long enough in the region whereg(Udc)
1D.0 to balance energy production and energy dissipat
A1 then has one extra rootas ~Fig. 6,Udc560 V!. The nega-
tive slope ofA1 at a5as shows thatas is a stable oscillation
amplitude becauseȧ.0 for a,as , so thata grows, andȧ
,0 for a.as , so that the oscillation is damped untila
reachesas .

For theD value considered in Fig. 6, this stable oscill
tion amplitudeas still exists in the intervalU2,Udc,U3
with U3587.4 V. A1 now has an additional roota5au in
this interval@Fig. 6, Udc574 V#. Clearly au does not corre-
spond to a stable oscillation amplitude. For amplitudes be
au , damping will bringa to zero and amplitudes aboveau ,
will grow up to the stable amplitudeas . As discussed below
the appearance ofau at Udc5U2 is connected with the fac
that the curvature ofg(Udc) is negative in a region aroun
Udc5U2 . With increasinga, the negative curvature cause
the energy production to increase faster than the dissipa
and it can balance the latter ata5au .

FIG. 6. A1 (a)5ȧ/e for D50.220 evaluated according to Eq
~11! for different dc voltagesUdc. For Udc,U1529.5 V, the only
stationary oscillation amplitude, given by the roots ofA1 , is a50
~Fig. 2!. ForU1,Udc,U3587.4 V a stable stationary amplitudeas

exists. AtUdc5U2569.8 V an additional rootau corresponding to
an unstable oscillation appears. The interval (U2 ,U3), whereau

exists, is the width of the hysteresis. At its upper end the oscilla
amplitude collapses froma5as5au to zero. The hysteresis appea
only for D,0.75 becauseau exists only if the curvature ofg(Udc)
is negative in an interval aroundU2 .
,

f

n.

w

on

Since A1(a) is negative in (0,au), the oscillation can
therefore no longer be self-excited from small values ofa.
However, if the oscillation that is already excited, it w
persist becauseA1(a).0 in (au ,as). As Udc is increased
aboveU2 , the interval (au ,as) gets smaller untilau5as at
Udc5U3 . ThenA1(a) is negative for any value ofa and the
oscillation suddenly disappears. If insteadUdc is decreased
from large values, for whicha50, oscillations are not ex-
cited until they become self-excited atUdc5U2 . The ampli-
tude characteristic therefore undergoes a hysteresis whenUdc
is changed slowly. This is in agreement with the expe
ments.

For increasingD the interval (U2 ,U3) gets smaller. Hys-
teresis is obtained as long asau , exists. WhenUdc is close to
U2 , that is, wheng(Udc)1D is close to zero, a small am
plitude expansion, given by the first two terms of Eq.~12!, is
valid, and we get

au52A2
2@g~Udc!1D#

g9~Udc!
. ~16!

For Udc.U2 andg9(Udc),0, this root corresponds to a sta
tionary but unstable oscillation with small amplitude. Hy
teresis will accordingly appear only ifg9(Udc),0. The tran-
sition from amplitude characteristics containing t
amplitude collapse to continuous ones takes place w
g(U2)50. For the experimental data it follows thatg9,0
for Udc.48.7 V, so that we must haveD,0.75 and C
,4.660.5mF for the hysteresis to occur. This result fi
well with the observation~Fig. 5!. The collapse of the

n

FIG. 7. Comparison between measured amplitudes~1, Udc in-
creasing;3, Udc decreasing! and amplitudes given by the roots o
A1(a)50 ~solid line! with Rm51950V andg(Udc), according to
Fig. 2 for C51, 4, and 7mF. The dashed lines give the uncertain
according to the 5% error inRm . The theoretical amplitudes repro
duce the transition from continuous to asymmetric characteris
containing hysteresis. The difference between them and the ex
mental amplitudes atC57 mF is due to the overestimation of th
damping by the fit function forg(Udc) for small values ofUdc ~Fig.
2!.
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double-layer oscillation atUdc5U3 is caused by the fact tha
for Udc.U3 the dissipation in the outer circuit cannot b
balanced any longer by the limited region of energy prod
tion. Without external dissipation (R50), the oscillation
amplitude would grow approximately linearly withUdc, and
an amplitude collapse would not be observed.

Figure 7 shows the amplitude characteristics forC51, 4,
and 7mF, and the roots ofA1 with e andD values according
to Table I. The 5% error in the estimation ofRm causes an
uncertainty in the values ofe and D, as indicated by the
dashed lines. The theoretical amplitudes show good ag
ment with the measured ones. They are, in general, sm
than the measured ones because the fit tog according to Eq.
~14! overestimates the differential conductance of the plas
for small Udc @Fig. 2~a!#. This results in too-large dampin
and smaller stationary oscillation amplitudes.

The type of instability we describe is expected to exist,
general, in current-carrying plasmas with strong double l
ers and not-too-large damping in the external circuit. A
increase in the applied potential drop and the double-la
potential drop will lead to a decrease in the density and
electric current in the plasma on the low-potential sid
Through the external circuit, the current decrease increa
the applied voltage drop, thereby resulting in a further
crease of the electric current. Only if the external circuit on
consists of an electromotive force, the instability is not a
tive, since the feedback will then vanish. The nonlinear e
lution of the instability may be different in different types o
plasmas. In our case it leads to virtual cathode oscillatio
which are controlled by the double-layer potential dro
a

s.
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When L/C is large, the oscillation appears as sharp curr
disruptions. These give rise to high inductive overvoltag
supported by the double layer. In this manner, the magn
energy, stored in the inductance, is released as particle
ergy in the double layer@7#. A similar mechanism for energy
release and particle acceleration by double layers in cos
plasmas~e.g., solar flares! has been discussed in Ref.@23#.

VI. SUMMARY

We have shown experimentally that the amplitude ch
acteristics of double-layer oscillations go through a transit
from continuous shapes, as seen with the classical van
Pol oscillator, to asymmetric shapes, including sudden a
plitude jumps and hysteresis. The latter are not predicted
the classical van der Pol equation. A generalized van der
equation, based on the static current-voltage characterist
the double layer in the experiment, is derived for the syste
Solutions are obtained by an asymptotic method for we
nonlinearity developed by Mitropolsky and Bogoliubov. Th
solution fully explains the observed transition of the amp
tude characteristics and the amplitude jumps, which may
as large as 70% of the dc voltage drop across the do
layer. The collapse of the oscillation is caused by dampi
resulting from resistive power consumption in the exter
circuit.
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